
Mentora Economics
Join Mentora. It´s GG. Good Game



We´ve decided that all gamers will earn
money by playing their favorite games
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Market
The great differential of cryptogames for the traditional gaming market is
that they reward their players in crypto assets, instead of electronic
currencies in the companies' databases. Thus, through a digital economy
and a secondary trading market, they manage to generate purchasing
power outside the virtual world for their players.

The industry is still in its early stages but the numbers and the evolution
since its genesis (at the end of 2017) are quite significant. The market
capitalization of the segment has already exceeded tens of billions of
dollars, moving billions of dollars in daily trade today.

Ambitious projects have drawn attention around the world, and a lot has
been done on new games to achieve the dream of being able to provide
the player with an immersive and profitable experience in their gameplay
routine.

However, until then, these protocols have been following an inconsistent
behavior in their economic models, with few applications that can sustain
their player base and a good asset in the long term.

This is because the studios, valuing a quick release, end up giving up the
quality of the gameplay experience proposed for the player, focusing only
on generating financial gains for their base.
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However, when the player is not in a community for the game or proposed
experience - but for the money - in front of more lucrative opportunities,
they migrate from the ecosystem, taking with them the health of the asset.

Without an asset that rewards the player's time or engaging gameplay,
there's no reason for the player to continue in that game/protocol, and it
then comes to an end.

In addition, there is a tendency for protocols to inflate their currency in
rewards for user acquisition irresponsibly, generating short-term gains, but
a worthless asset in the long run.

This, added to hacker attacks and fake schemes in the industry, makes the
business model urge for innovations and improvements to be able to
deliver what really matters to the proposed model: A gameplay that
impacts the user's life both in the virtual world and in the real life,
rewarding not just monetarily the value of your community's time and
effort.

For us, this is the definition of the metaverse, the human-digital
connection in several layers, including the financial one.

Differentiation
Mentora sees the market differently, and proposes a reinterpretation of the
business model - which we consider brilliant.

We believe that fun should be the foundation of any gaming experience,
and as amazing as play-to-earn mechanics are, the acceleration and
refinement of game development comes at a cost, and this is primarily
reflected in the economy. of the protocols.

This motivated us to create a different platform, which can provide gamers
with financial opportunities, but without making them give up good
gameplay.
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Mentora is a play-to-earn layer on top of the best games on the market.
The essence of the protocol aims to:

1. Allow players to monetize the hours they currently invest in their
favorite games;

2. It ensures that players don't have to learn a new game or give up on
having fun when looking for some profits;

3. Provide an experience with no mandatory entry cost;
4. Generate revenue in the same currency that rewards its users,

developing monetary policies attentive to inflation and aligned with
the interests of the community. After all, we both receive in this
currency so it is in our interest to appreciate it constantly;

5. It allows the community to give its opinion and participate in the
protocol's decisions, after all, this impacts the financial lives of all of
us;

6. Expands the winning dynamic for different types of users:

a. Gamers - win by playing;

b. Hosts - win by creating quality tournaments and entertaining
the community;

c. Investors - Earn by sponsoring a team or participating in the
internal economy.
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Economy Dynamic
Mentora's economy is driven by a dual-token design system - Governance
Token and Gameplay Token - and NFT assets.

Mentora WELL PLAYED (MWP) - Governance Token
Our Governance tokens are aimed at those who want to invest and have an
active participation in project decisions (it will be the Public Offer sale
token). It is also a deflationary asset that can generate passive income
while in your portfolio if added to the staking pool in the future.

Mentora Coin (MECOIN) - Gameplay Token

Mentora Coins is used for transactions within the platform ecosystem and
internal economic activities.

NFT Assets
Product to generate user-user interactions (Avatar NFTs, Skins etc) and
team-fans (NFT Sponsorship Cards), which will be traded on the platform's
native market. .

Dual Token Economy
The key to supporting long-term sustainable market behavior is aligning
the interests of the parties linked to the platform. In this way, we can
guarantee that a specific asset will follow a trading logic and can be
substantiated and supported by defined market forces.

The Mentora Governance Token focuses on people interested in
participating in the governance of the project and its profits by investing
and speculating on the success of the platform - so your trading flow over
time will follow this logic.

Mentora Coin focuses on players who are eager to compete, play and
interact with our gaming ecosystem. So, as our user base grows, so does
the demand for Mentora Coin, with its price following this logic.
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In addition, Mentora with its model aligns the community's interest with its
own by generating its revenue in the same currency as its player base.
Both profits are on the same asset, all stakeholders will follow a behavior
aimed at maximizing their value - avoiding irresponsible issuance or
liquidation behavior.

If the player has stable economic incentives to continue playing, and has a
gameplay experience of the best games on the market, Mentora is
heading towards solving the long-term problem in the play-to-earn
business model.

Governance Token  - Mentora Well Played (MWP):
The Governance Token is a fungible token, following the ERC20 standard
(https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20) using inheritance from
openzeppelin contracts (https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4. x/).
Using as extensions, ERC20Burnable, ERC 20 Pausable and ERC 20 Votes.

ERC20Burnable: Allows token holders to destroy both their own tokens and
those for which they have permission.

ERC 20 Pausable: Possibility of pausing the ERC20 token, for transfer,
minting and burn.
Useful for scenarios like preventing trades until the end of a trial period or
having an emergency switch to freeze all token transfers in the event of a
major bug.

Useful for scenarios like preventing trades until the end of a trial period or
having an emergency switch to freeze all token transfers in the event of a
major bug.

ERC 20 Votes:Extension required to ensure the logistics of the project's
governance system. This extension keeps a history (Checkpoints) of the
powervote of each account. Powervote can be delegated by calling the
delegate function directly or providing a signature to use with
delegateBySig. Powervote can be consulted through the public functions
getVotes and getPastVotes.

ERC20Cappped: Adds the maximum token issuance (110,000,000).

The governance mechanic is designed to be the connection between the
community and the protocol in order to include the community in Mentora
decision making and gains over time.
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With the evolution of Web 2, today it is very common to see applications
talking about job generation. However, it is not uncommon that in the face
of market situations, companies value their shareholders and not their
community in decision making. Its users, vulnerable due to exposure to the
application, cannot do anything, having to accept the damages. An
example is ride sharing apps and their rates, delivery, social networks, etc.

Based on the philosophy of Web3, Mentora aims to provide gamers with
significant financial opportunities during their playing time. Maybe one
day, make this a more accessible job opportunity for enthusiasts. With
people having their income based on our protocol, we want them to have a
voice in decision making.

The governance token is the asset that represents this in our ecosystem.
It's a snippet of voice in our decision making that ensures the protocol
prioritizes its community and not half a dozen stakeholders.

The holders of this token will be the first investors in the platform - revenue
that will be used for the development of the project - and in the future it
will be possible for them to participate in the company's earnings through
airdrops (when there is regulatory support for this).

In addition, holders will also be able to actively participate in project
decisions in the voting process open to MWP holders and receive passive
gains by locking their tokens into staking for a predefined blocking period
(from 2023).

The only time this token will be sold by Mentora will be in the Public
Offering in 2Q/2022. After that, users will be able to earn them in issues for
Staking Pools, airdrops or whoever has good positions in the Community
Leaderboards and Mentor Leagues (play to earn).

In addition to the issuance triggers, the governance token will be the token
used in the trading market for the platform's NFT Sponsorships
functionality. Thus, the governance of the platform is dispersed in the
hands of the teams (the main agents interested in the domestic economy)
and a relevant purchasing force in the secondary market. In this way, we
maintain an asset that not only speculates in the project phase, but has a
trading flow based on other types of values.

The initial liquidity of the asset will be provided by Mentora Protocol and its
trading will take place on a secondary market operated on the front-end of
the platform.
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In the future, Mentora will list it on exchanges around the world.

44% of tokens are stuck in issuance schedules and 11% in Staking Pools,
with a sparse supply and strong buying forces, the token has a deflationary
mechanics in the asset price, which can reward investors for risk over time.

Emission Triggers
(How Mentora will put
their tokens on the
market)

Buying force
(Reasons why people
buy Mentora tokens the
secondary market)

Selling Force
(Reasons why people
sell Mentora tokens on
the secondary market)

Sale on Public Offer
(Public Offer +
Liquidity)
(maximum 19% of the
issuance)

Investment
(Purchase with intent to
gain on currency
appreciation)

Gamers/Host Profit
(Realization of gains
made on the platform)

Staking1 (1Q/2023)
(maximum 11% of the
issuance)
Issuance by calendar

Staking
(Passive income and
voting rights)

Team profit
(Teams that won with
the sale of NFT's at
Mentora)

Play to Earn
(Leaderboards &
Mentor Leagues)
(maximum 28% of the
issuance)
Issuance by calendar

Airdrops
(Possibility to receive
airdrops)

Investor's Profit
(Profit from staking or
selling the position)

Airdrop
(Advisors, Team,
Ecosystem Fund,
Marketing)
(maximum 42% of the
issuance)
Issuance by calendar

Buying NFTs on the
MarketPlace
(NFTs are traded on the
Marketplace for
Mentora tokens)

1 staking is a way of earning for holding cryptocurrencies for a certain period.
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Mentora Well Played (MWP) - Distribution
110M tokens will be issued, distributed to the community on a predefined
5-year calendar. The division of these tokens will be between:

1. Distribution of Mentora Rewards and Staking;
2. Team participation, Advisors and Partners, who were paid in tokens,

with their skin-in-the-game participating in a 3-year issuance
calendar;

3. Community fund for the development of future projects and
availability of liquidity in the secondary market.

4. Marketing for players acquisition;

5. 1st tokens public offer.
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Public Offer and Contract Design:

As stated earlier, the Public Offering will have 19% of the total offering sold
on the Polygon Network. It will happen in two stages: Pre Sale and Sale.

The pre-sale phase will take place in 3 sale slots, the first being 20%   off, the
second 10% discount rate and the third 5%.

Of the funds raised, 84% will be used to develop the Platform and 16% will
be used to generate the first liquidity in the token trading market.
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Gameplay Token - Mentora Coin (MECOIN)

The Gameplay token is also an ERC-20 utility token that will act as the
platform's native economy money.

It follows the ipe-20 protocol (https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-20). Uses
open zeppelin contracts as a basis. ERC20 as core and just like the
governance token uses ERC20-Burnable, ERC20-Pausable extensions.

These are issued solely and exclusively in the Mentora Leagues game
mode, rewarding players according to their performance in the ranked
structure.

Once issued and purchased by the players on the platform, users can use
and trade them on the various current and future functionalities of the
platform.

This will be one of the main sources of revenue for players looking to play
on Mentora. Settlement of the player's position in the secondary market is,
converting their Mentora Coins into Profit, is the selling power of the coin.

The strength of the shopping market derives from the users who will
interact with the platform's functionalities. As all platform interactions are
in this token, with the growth of the ecosystem (by the inclusion of new
games, new features and new geographic regions), a greater demand for
the coin is generated, thus inferring its price and market capitalization
through the balance between the two forces.
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Emission Triggers
(How Mentora distributes
tokens on the market)

Buying Force
(Reasons why people buy
Mentora tokens the
secondary market)

Selling Force
(Reasons why people
sell Mentora tokens on
the secondary market)

Mentora Leagues
(payment of the
free-to-play option in the
base divisions for the
winners)
Issuance by calendar

Participation in
Tournaments
(Community Tournaments
have their buy-in in
Gameplay token - Mentora
Coins)

Gamers/hosts profit
(gamers and hosts
profit realization)

Playing Mentora Leagues
From
Division 10 up, Mentora
League has an entry fee for
each match.

Future Functionalities

If the user monetizes their hours played with Mentora, and these are paid
in Mentora Coins, the token appreciation makes the user's time more
valuable, aligning incentives. This is critical to community growth.
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Mentora Coins (MECOIN)- Emission:

Tokens will be issued as the user base grows in the Mentora League
functionality. It has 13 divisions, in which players play against each other to
qualify and win prizes.

Each win rewards players in Mentora Coins, and every time the user ranks
for a division, they receive a MECOIN award for doing so.

From the 10th division on, players will have to pay a fare to play matches
(Bus Fare). In this way, we can ensure that everyone will bring the A-Game
to the games - providing a better matchmaking engine - and acting as a
burn/rebuy force in the protocol.

Mentora players will also have a rank that rewards the time players spend
on the platform. Every time the user ranks a patent, they will also be
rewarded with Mentora Coins.

Players will be able to claim their Mentora League tokens for free every 14
days.

If the user wants to claim these tokens before their period, a fee will be
charged which will be stored in Mentora's Yield Farming Tank.

This fund will reward Mentora Coins holders for not withdrawing their
assets within a predetermined period. In this way, we can guarantee a
better liquidity structure and control of inflation.

Distribution will be 100% to players, and all resources will have a fee in
MECOINs for Mentora. These tokens will be added as revenue to the
protocol's treasury and will be used to fund the operation and control the
currency's monetary policy.
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